In a recent issue of PNAS, Aharonov et al.
(1) present interesting results on correlations between three particles ("pigeons"), 1, 2 and 3, each having access to two quantum states ("boxes" and "pigeonholes") j L > and j R >. For a preselected three-particle state jin > = j + > 1 j + > 2 j + > 3 , where j + > 1 = (j L > 1 + j R > 1 )/√2, etc. for the other particles, and for the postselected state 
, to find out whether any pair of pigeons could occupy the same pigeonhole. Their conclusion is that ". . .given the above pre-and postselection, we have three particles in two boxes, yet no two particles can be found in the same box-our quantum pigeonhole principle." Expressed so generally, this statement is misleading. It is true that particles 1 and 2 are found in different boxes if you disregard particle 3. However, when 1 and 2 are in different boxes, one of them can be shown to be in the same box as 3. Moreover, because it is possible for all three particles to be in the same box, 1 and 2 could be together, provided 2 and 3 also are. Likewise, particles 1 and 2 occupy the same box if neither is together with 3.
Furthermore, I think Aharonov et al.
(1) overstate the revolutionary character of their results, however interesting they are. Indeed, they are analogous and logically equivalent (quantum interference) to, for example, the fact that in a well-balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI), there are no particles exiting the "dark port" even if particles certainly traverse the interferometer. As an illustration, take the "first experiment" in their paper, in which a particular, well-balanced MZI is traversed by triplets of electrons, interacting pairwise only if in the same arm. Considered as a weak measurement setup, with j in > (j f >) as the system's preselected (postselected) state, it gives a vanishing weak value for any of the pairwise correlation operators, and therefore no click in the authors' dark port detector D 1 , analogous, as said, to a simple MZI. Alternatively, considered as a scattering experiment, it will, unsurprisingly, show no scattering: The three correlation operators Π 12 same , etc., commute with the Hamiltonian, thus being conserved, whereas each, per se, takes different values in the state jin > and state j f >. 
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